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About This Game

Another day at the office...
Jack is the laziest, most irrelevant 'computer guy' working in a tech company. When the CEO falls into grace with him and

shows Jack the most inner secrets of the company, little he suspects of the events that are going to be unleashed during his last
hours at the office, whilst he becomes the ultimate nerd-action-hero.

Last Hours Of Jack features full melee action - being able to use any single item from the office as a weapon - chairs,
computers, breakable furniture, smart puzzles, funny graphics and an amazing soundtrack!
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Title: Last Hours Of Jack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pastanaga Sideral
Publisher:
Pastanaga Sideral
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: i3 or higher

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce / Radeon / equivalent with openGL 2.0 support

Storage: 275 MB available space
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It's pretty good and quite fun. It's still Early Access, but it'd be nice to see some more future features.. It's alright but needs some
sound effect revisions. Some levels have weird design but the price matches the game content fairly. I found myself able to
understand the stages after only making just a few mistakes. My only real gripe is the hitboxes on some explosions reminding
me of dying to smoke clouds in bomberman. This game is a wonderful sandbox to play in that encourages experimentation and
creativity. It can get slightly tedious waiting for some of the more elaborate stars to evolve, but your "star basin" will continue
evolving its contents even when you are doing other activities in the game. There are a ton of stars to discover and a lot of
possibilities to create a totally unique star basin.. I think they made this point-and-click game as hard as possible and didn't
include a hint button. It seems to be aimed at a more mature audience than the books - your character can die (and does, often).
Most of the fans of this franchise are probably grown ups now so that was a good choice. I liked the challenge and nostalgia..
This is a really great little (big) game! It's not just about flying with Newtonian physics from planet to planet.
During my first run I ran across an abandoned space station. I grappled onto ti, got out of my capsule, entered the station (none
of this is explained in the tutorial I figured it out by chance) found a bunch of stuff inside the station to power my ship and got
to the station's control room, booted up the engines and accidentally set the station on course with the system's sun. I was able to
hop out into my ship just in time nearly burning up in the star's corona. Flooring the accelerator out of there in the nick of time!
Only to slam into a passing asteroid, ending my short but sweet career.
I LOVED IT!

There's a lot of hours of fun to be had, especially if you enjoy exploring and flying with a great version of Newtonian physics .
What I really like about Adios Amigos is that there isn't anything out to kill you... except the occasional piked plant life,
tumbling rocks or asteroids caught by the planet's gravity.

A fun game, well worth the price! :)

NOTE: I was having TERRIBLE crashes every single time I tried playing it. The game would simply freeze. But I contacted the
developer and ever since the last patch I haven't crashed once. GREAT JOB guys!. A fun tug of war game where you pick
weaponry and amount of segments desired for your battlepillars and send them across the screen to engage the enemy who is
doing the same. Various weapons are better in some situations that others, so you have to pick with care and react to what the
enemy is doing, as well as determine if you want to armour up or hope to blast the enemy before you take too many casualties.

There is certain a lot to experiment with, as the various weapons systems are very distinct with different damage levels, ranges,
side effects, as well as some other segments to add armour, slow the enemy, or apply a damage over time effect, etc. You also
have to factor in length - the longer battlepillars have more health and survivability as well as firepower (normally), but move
slower across the screen - so if you want to use heavy armored battlepillars with lots of segments to defend "glass cannon" units
that do the damage you will need to plan ahead to ensure they get there before the previous one dies.

The single player campaign is pretty good, there is a reasonable amount of variation even apart from the boss fights which mix
things up further, and of course you unlock new weapons and upgrades as you go along. Multiplayer is presumably pretty dead
unless you have some friends to play with that probably isn't going to be a reason to get it at this point. Overall though, it is an
easy recommend even for just the single player portion.. EDIT: I can no longer recommend this since the game has been long
abandoned and the servers seemingly taken down.

View the old review down below.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It's an interesting hack and slash PVP arena game. So far the dev responses have been amazingly professional. However, the
game lacks quite a bit of polish. But this is to be expected with the game being in early access. Any population problems with
the playerbase is because there just hasn't been a lot of buyers into this game. They have started an event to increase the
playerbase though, which is a pretty bold move for these devs.
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This kind of PVP is a bit of a twitch-based action PVP game mostly focusing on only melee weapons. Sword, Greatsword, Dual
wield, Hammer, Axe, and Hwando are available thus far. ...And as well as fist fighting as well.

If this interests you and you're willing to support the devs. Go ahead and buy a copy. They also don't mind negative reviews as
they want all kinds of input to improve their game. As long as it's actual input.
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It's a good game, and it shows a lot of potential it's just really buggy. It's almost impossible to get a good review on your phones.
It's a little laggy. There's a few other bugs, but otherwise I like this game a lot. It has a lot of potential and if the developers just
got more involved with updating, this could be a really good game.. This game is actually a lot of fun and to be honest I didnt
expect that at all, because I thought it would be a simple Hide n Seek game. Also I like the fact that u cant really buy an
advantage. Also I would definitly recommend to at least try it out, because its Free to Play and works on almost every PC i
know. And to be completly honest i havent found one thing that I really just disliked this far.. The art style is pretty, and even
the puzzles are, sometimes even funny. 8/10. It's a top down shooter that's suffering from synthesia. I've never seen anything
like it. The soundtrack is filled to the brim with bangers, the game is colorful and every level is unique with its own personality.
You control your vehicle to avoid collisions with enemies, but you don't fire your weapon like in most shooters; your ship's
powers are activated by the music itself. That one change makes turns this game into something you have to see to believe. Now
it's not just your reflexes that are tested, but your memorization of the song itself to know when certain weapons will be
activated.

Buy this game. It's really unique and it deserves to be seen by all. You're gonna unlock all the levels quickly but beating each
level on all the difficulties is going to take multiple play throughs so you can level up enough to make it to the end.

I can't praise this game enough. I hope they make sequels with new artists and spin offs with different types of gameplay and
genres of music. Give it all to me I'm ready.. This is more of the great same really! The Finnish side of ww2 isn't featured in
many games, although that doesn't automatically mean that it makes for an exciting theatre though; theres no naval battles (so
far) and the Finnish towns are populated by palm trees which are sneakily (lazily) covered in snow. I love playing the underdog
but thats why theres a Japanese campaign though.

So I love the new setting but I'd really like the next scenario to go ahead in time rather than further back!. The game seems
pretty solid with the intention of even more being added. So far, for £3.99 it is easily worth it. It might take a few tries to get
used to serving power, but once a rally gets going, it feels pretty natural.

I am not an avid ping pong player, so I might not be the best person to ask about realism though.

Would recommend.
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